“A man’s a man for a’ that.”
Robert Burns i
„Think of yourself as a dreaming robot on autopilot,
and you'll be much closer to the truth.“
Albert-László Barabási ii

SNIPPETS
knowing-how and knowing-thatiii
Like it or not, the performing arts, just like mathematics, philosophy, tactics, scientific
method and literary style cannot be imparted but only inculcated. The experts in them
cannot tell us what they know, they can only show what they know by operating with
cleverness, skill, elegance or taste. iv Nevertheless do the performing arts consider
themselves as a kind of knowledge, though not as ardent as the before mentioned
disciplines. Following an ancient opposition, their mimesis / ratio proportion has a strong
inclination towards mimesis.
The knowledge invested in dance, for instance, or in playing an instrument, in handling
tools in general, is way far away from being reducible to and communicable in the well
articulated, linguistically and logical unit of the sentence. This knowledge comes up in form
of dispositions, not in form of propositions. It is not a kind of knowing-that, it is a kind of
knowing-how. If a task is concise without being evident, an achievement efficient without
being adaptive, one operates in the field of knowing-how. Showing gives access to this
vivid type of knowledge, while saying is never sufficient, mostly not even necessary,
neither to the task, nor to the achievement. v
The heuristics people in asymmetric, imperfect and uncertain settings, with one word in
life, employ, are highly intuitive and perceptional, therefore open to all kinds of biases.
Different starting points, for instance, yield different estimates, which are biased toward the
initial value. Since knowing-how is not a sort of knowing-that, so it is neither an intuitive nor
a discursive sort of knowing-that.vi It's economics could be conceived as the interplay of
gains and losses rather than that of different states of wealth. Knowing-how is more
experience than memory driven.vii
Being physical by its very nature, knowing-how has more in common with the weak-force,
being capable of changing things and violating symmetry, than with the strong–force, being
capable of binding and holding things together. Knowing-how follows a logic which is
complementary to 'result logic': it follows a 'process logic'. It initiates and supports
interactions that follow an emerging and developing, not a final and developed rhythm viii

Being polymorphic – existing in more than one form and structure, and polytopical –
existing in any general number of dimensions, knowing-how can be thought of rather as a
process from one practical solution to this solutions improved version, than as a motion
from one problem to another. Problem-posing does not constitute the main motive power
in knowing-how. For instance: trying to use illusions to understand the principles of
normal perception or trying to learn about memory by studying forgetting are tasks closer
to piecing together a puzzle than to solving a riddle or disclosing a secret.
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Knowing how

is neither an implicit nor a tacit kind of knowledge. x
Asking how starts a quest, a search for an unexpressed and intangible asset, item,
property or value. One may call it a Gestalt.xi In the performing arts, both, performer and
spectator, are invested in the process of searching for it. In this process, knowing-that
facilitates a translated view of the spectator,

xii

while knowing-how enables a dilated view of

the performer.xiii The level that deals with how to render the performers energy scenically
alive, that is, with how the performer can become a presence that immediately attracts the
spectator's attention, is the pre-expressive level. In learning and in practising knowing-how
one acquires not a habit but a skill.xiv
The relation between knowing-how and knowing-that is logically and psychologically
posing a problem the performing arts explore, draw on and work with. One may call it the
problem of the same dream in different beds. Knowing-that is principally concerned with
contextualization (alignment, combination and predication). Its main object is the sign. Its
process could be conceived as a rewind of attribution in designation. Knowing-how is
principally concerned with codification (alternance, selection and substitution). Its main
object is the trace. Its process could be conceived as a progress from artikulation to
derivaton.xv
In the performing arts codification aims at a dilated entity by means of a double path: by
dilation in space which amplifies the dynamics of the movements, or by a set of
oppositions which the performer generates within the body, thus activating its muscular
tonus. In both cases, codification requires an extra-daily body technique, to lave the body
from deja-vuxvi The principles governing the dilated body can be combined into three lines
of action:
1. alteration of daily balance in the search for precarious or 'luxury' balance;
2. dynamic opposition;

3. use of coherent incoherence.xvii

When we try to express these principles as principles of knowing-how we find that they
cannot easily be put in the indicative mood. They fall automatically into the imperative
mood. We can not call an imperative a truth or falsehood. xviii
That in knowing-that stands for conjunctions and demonstrations, carrying an imperative
mood.xix Any sentence with that (quod) is bearing an enormous assertive power to orient
and direct. A line of reasoning bearing an intuitive and perceptive force gets established,
making every search choke. Getting determined by this linear, imperative mood of beeing
oriented and directed, any performance in human-dynamics faces an imminent jump to an
augmented, dilated, more excited state of knowing-how to choreograph its minimal
elements (space – body – movement – rhythm) xx or is going to exhaust itself in forms of
the notorious 5 Ws, i.e. knowing who / what / where / when and why. For it is a feeble
logic which leads one to think that knowing how the performance functions (or having
opinions in this regard) also means having the basics necessary to make it function.
Knowing when and why a performance 'lives' does not presuppose knowing how to make
it live.xxi
To end these rough remarks, let me draw on an Aristotelian concept: exomenon or
aptomenon or, to use the more but not very familiar Latin name, contiguity.xxii Contiguity is
a concept stronger than mere succession, and weaker than continuity. Aristotle uses this
concept to describe a setting, where two entities get as close as possible to each other, at
their limits, in space, without intersection and no third in between. At least not in 3D. An
analogy in the social-world is the concept of the neighbour.
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A beautiful geometric model

for this intricate neighbourhood-relation of knowings in the performing arts is the 4D
simplex with its five tetrahedral faces that get tangled and cross each other: chiastic,
interdependent, scrolling and rearranging
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As an intangible entity of imagination it

controls our lack of predictability. I even have a name for it. Call it HTW.xxv
The Frankfurt Living Archive of Social Kinaesthetics FLASK - a network of neighbours in
an user-friendly information society- is trying to make these kind of knowledges, which are
dispositional to, embodied in, emerging from, and living within the the performing arts
available to the use of others and to other uses. Drawing on the spatial turn in the social
sciences and the performing arts, FLASK will become a venue of imminent relations
between historio-, geo- and choreography. A center of contiguity, continuity and contact.
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